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INTRODUCTION

Various network services require point-to-multi-
point or multipoint-to-multipoint data delivery
among Internet users, such as video streaming
and IP television (IPTV). Traditionally, there
are two delivery techniques for this purpose: IP
multicast (also known as network-layer multi-
cast) and overlay multicast (also known as appli-
cation-layer multicast [ALM]). In IP multicast
routers are responsible for replicating and for-
warding packets. In overlay multicast hosts repli-
cate and forward packets. Figure 1 compares IP
multicast and overlay multicast, where S is the
source, H1–H3 are receivers (hosts), and R1–R5
are routers [1]. Figure 1a shows the IP multicast
case, where routers R1–R5 form a router-level
spanning tree to replicate and forward packets.
In overlay multicast (as shown in Fig. 1b) S
establishes unicast connections to H1 and H3. H1
in turn delivers data to H2. Hence, multicast is
achieved via piece-wise unicast connections.

We further compare IP multicast and overlay
multicast in Table 1. As shown, IP multicast
requires multicast-capable routers, which have
not been widely deployed over the Internet. Fur-
thermore, IP multicast can use only UDP, and
lacks mature mechanisms for congestion control
and loss recovery. As a comparison, overlay mul-
ticast does not require any change to the Inter-
net infrastructure. It is based on unicast, and can

use existing congestion control and loss recovery
solutions for unicast. Hence, overlay multicast is
more deployable and manageable. On the other
hand, IP multicast is more efficient than overlay
multicast. As shown in Fig. 1, in IP multicast a
packet is transmitted only once along each link.
In overlay multicast a packet is often transmitted
multiple times along the same link. In addition,
end-to-end delay in overlay multicast is often
higher due to host relay. A more detailed com-
parison between IP multicast and overlay multi-
cast can be found in [2].

Although global IP multicast is not available
yet, many local networks in today’s Internet are
already multicast-capable. These local multicast-
capable domains, or so-called islands, are often
interconnected by multicast-incapable or multi-
cast-disabled routers. Since IP multicast is more
efficient than overlay multicast, it would be ben-
eficial if overlay multicast could make use of
local multicast capability for data delivery.
Hence, researchers have proposed to integrate
IP multicast into overlay multicast (i.e., so-called
island multicast). The Internet Research Task
Force has formed a Scalable Adaptive Multicast
Research Group to investigate overlay multicast,
IP multicast, and hybrid approaches.

In a typical island multicast protocol IP mul-
ticast is used within islands, and islands are con-
nected via unicast connections. While the basic
idea is simple, there are many practical issues in
system implementation. In this article we present
a comprehensive survey of recent research on
island multicast. We explore existing island mul-
ticast protocols and summarize a series of func-
tional modules for island multicast. We then
study the core issue in island multicast: how to
connect multiple islands. We classify the state-
of-the-art approaches into three categories:
• Island leaders set up interisland paths

between themselves for data delivery [3–6].
• Island leaders select some specific hosts

within their islands to set up interisland
delivery paths [7–9].

• Some protocols do not designate leaders for
islands. They determine interisland delivery
paths based on a preconstructed overlay
[10, 11].
We select representative examples from each

category, and discuss their advantages and limi-
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tations. Finally, we investigate two practical
issues in island multicast and outline possible
directions for future research.

Note that some island multicast protocols
build source-specific trees [3, 4, 11], and some
build source-unspecific trees [10]. To unify our
discussion in this article, we assume that a spe-
cific source has been given for tree construction,
and the source does not change during data
delivery. The rest of the article is organized as
follows. In the next section we describe the
architecture of island multicast. We then study
how to connect islands for data delivery. We
then discuss open issues for future research. We
conclude in the final section.

ARCHITECTURE OF
ISLAND MULTICAST

CLASSIFICATION OF
ISLAND MULTICAST PROTOCOLS

Figure 2 shows the main functional modules in
island multicast and demonstrates three ways to
organize them. In the figure a new incoming
host first detects an island and joins the island if
there is any. After that, there are two possible
ways to set up interisland connections.

Leader-Based Approach — Each island elects
a unique leader. Leaders then help connect
islands. This approach can be further divided
into two categories.

In the first category interisland connections
are set up between leaders. Usually, data are dis-
tributed via an overlay tree to all leaders. A
leader then forwards packets to its island mem-
bers via IP multicast. This is denoted approach 1
in Fig. 2. Example protocols include [3–6].

We show an example in Fig. 3a. In the figure
eight hosts (labeled H1 through H8) are dis-
tributed in three islands, I1, I2, and I3. The lead-
ers of the islands are H1, H4, and H8,
respectively. All the hosts are receivers. The
source transmits packets to leader H1, which in
turn forwards packets to other leaders H4 and
H8 via unicast. H1 also relays packets to H2 and

H3 via IP multicast. Similarly, H4 multicasts its
received packets to H5 and H6, and H8 multicasts
its received packets to H7.

In the second category leaders select some
specific hosts to set up interisland connections.
Normally, each island has a unique ingress host
(usually not the leader), which receives data
from outside the island and multicasts them
within the island. An island may also have some
egress hosts, which forward data to other islands.
This is denoted approach 2 in Fig. 2. Example
protocols include [7–9].

For example, in Fig. 3b H1–H8 are again eight
hosts, among which H1, H4, and H8 are island
leaders. H3 sets up a unicast interisland connec-
tion to H4. Upon receiving data packets, H3 for-
wards them to H4, which in turn multicasts
packets within island I2. Similarly, H2 forwards
packets to H7, and H7 multicasts packets within
I3.

In this example H3 and H4 use a unicast con-
nection between them to connect islands I1 and
I2. They are called a pair of bridge nodes for the
two islands. Likewise, H2 and H7 are the bridge
nodes for I1 and I3. In addition, H2 and H3 are
egresses of island I1. H1, H4, and H7 are ingress-
es of the three islands I1, I2, and I3, respectively.

No Leaders — In a system with no leaders, all
hosts join a single overlay after island joining.
Based on the overlay, interisland connections
can be set up. This is denoted approach 3 in Fig.
2. A typical example is [10]. A host may also join
the overlay before joining an island (e.g., [11]).

Figure 3c shows an example of [10]. The pro-
tocol requires a central server, which is usually
independent of all hosts (either source or
receivers) in the system. A host periodically
measures round-trip time (RTT) to some other
hosts and reports results to the server. The serv-
er then builds a minimum-diameter degree-
bounded spanning tree on top of the hosts. Note
that an interisland path is assigned a weight
equal to its RTT (infinity if unknown), and an
intra-island path is assigned weight –1. In this
way hosts within the same island are connected
together as a cluster, as shown in Fig. 3c. After
that, all intra-island connections (i.e., H1–H2,

�� Table 1. Comparison of IP multicast and overlay multicast.

IP multicast Overlay multicast

Multicast tree Interior tree nodes are routers, and leaves are hosts Both interior nodes and leaves are hosts

Deployment requirement Require multicast-capable routers Can be directly deployed on the current
Internet

Transport layer connection UDP Can freely choose TCP or UDP

Scalability Low — multicast-capable routers are not scalable High — fully distributed and scalable
protocols are available

Congestion control/loss recovery No May use existing solutions for unicast

Delivery efficiency High Low

Example protocols DVMRP, MOSPF, PIM, CBT NICE, Narada, Overcast
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H1–H3, H4 –H6, H6–H5, and H7–H8 in the figure)
are used to deliver only control messages, and
intra-island data delivery is achieved by IP multi-
cast. Interisland connections (i.e., H2–H7 and
H3–H4 in the figure) are used to deliver data
packets.

FUNCTIONAL MODULES IN ISLAND MULTICAST
We elaborate the functional modules in Fig. 2 as
follows.

Island Detection and Joining — Traditional
IP multicast does not detect islands, and a host
does not know other hosts in its multicast group
when joining. To detect islands, a specific detec-
tion process is needed. A possible approach is to
require some island members to periodically
multicast HeartBeat messages within their
islands [4, 5, 7, 11]. After joining the island, a
new host will receive HeartBeat messages if
there are any. In another approach a new host
sends a detection message to the multicast
address when joining. Upon receiving the mes-
sage, existing island members or some specific
hosts are required to respond [3, 8, 10]. The new
host then knows its island members.

Leader Election — A basic leader election pro-
cess works as follows. All hosts in the island (or
some selected hosts) multicast an election mes-
sage consisting of their personal information
(e.g., locations or IP addresses) within the island.
Based on some predefined criteria, a certain
host is elected as the leader. In detail, in [3] the
first host in the island that requests data from
the source is the island leader. In [5, 6] the first
member of an island serves as the island leader.
In [4, 7–9] the first host to send the election
message becomes the leader. Clearly, leader
election should be fast. If a leader leaves or fails,
a new leader should be elected as soon as possi-
ble.

Ingress and Egress Election — The use of
ingress and egress can reduce leader workload
and improve delivery efficiency. In the next sec-
tion we discuss how to select ingress and egress
hosts.

Overlay Joining — A class of approaches
requires all hosts to join an overlay before data
delivery. The overlay is used to determine inter-
island delivery paths. We discuss two typical
examples in the next section.

Connecting Multicast Islands — This is the
most important component in island multicast.
We need to connect multiple islands via unicast
connections with the target of low end-to-end
delay or high delivery rate. We discuss how to
connect islands in the next section.

Island Maintenance — In a leader-based
approach leaders are responsible for the mainte-
nance of their own islands. In an approach with
no leaders island maintenance is managed by
specific components, depending on system
design. In [10] it is managed by a central server,
while in [11] it is managed by ingress hosts.

Depending on protocols, island maintenance

has different tasks. In [11] an ingress host needs
to periodically multicast specific HeartBeat
messages within its island, which are used for
island detection and ingress election. In [8] a
leader is responsible for the leaving of its island
members. If an ingress or egress leaves, the lead-
er temporarily plays the role of host until a suc-
cessor has been selected.

Almost all existing island multicast protocols
can be built from the above modules. Some of
them (e.g., island detection and joining or leader
election) do not have much design space. On the
contrary, the core module (i.e., connecting multi-
cast islands) may have diverse designs, leading to
different delivery efficiency and different control
overhead. In the next section we investigate this
issue in detail.

CONNECTING MULTICAST ISLANDS

DATA FORWARDING BY LEADERS
A system with island leaders may set up inter-
island connections between leaders. Without loss
of generality, a host not within any island is
regarded as an island consisting only of itself.
The host is also regarded as the leader of its

�� Figure 1. Examples of IP multicast and overlay multicast (from [1]): a) in
IP multicast, packets are replicated and forwarded by routers; b) in overlay
multicast, packets are replicated and forwarded by hosts.
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island. Generally, when a host joins the system,
it first detects its island and joins the island if
any. Hosts within the same island then maintain
a unique leader. Data distribution is achieved in
two steps. Leaders first join an overlay tree to
obtain data. Each leader then multicasts data
within its own island.

In subset multicast, the source sends a copy
of data to each of the leaders [3]. Leaders then
multicast data within their islands. As each
island is connected to the source via a unicast
connection, subset multicast is not scalable to
large networks with many islands. In HMTP
leaders (also called designated members) form
an overlay tree through an overlay multicast pro-
tocol [4]. As the overlay tree construction pro-
cess is fully distributed, and the source only
needs to forward data to its children in the tree,
HMTP is able to accommodate many islands.
Other approaches may rely on a central server
for tree construction [5, 6].

By abstracting an island into a leader, the
issue of connecting islands becomes constructing
an overlay tree among leaders. Existing overlay
multicast protocols can then be applied. There-
fore, this approach can benefit from the high
diversity and efficiency of existing overlay multi-
cast protocols. However, despite its simplicity,
this approach has some limitations. First, a lead-
er is responsible for data receiving, data for-
warding, and island management. It has high
nodal stress and heavy workload. Second, the
delivery efficiency may not be high. For example,
a supernode is often preferred in leader election
due to island management considerations; but
the resultant leaders may form a tree with high
end-to-end delay. Furthermore, when islands are
large it is not efficient to represent an island by
a single leader, where two close islands may be
connected by a pair of faraway leaders, and end-
to-end delay is hence high.

DATA FORWARDING BY INGRESSES/EGRESSES
In order to reduce leader workload and improve
delivery efficiency, some approaches select
ingress and egress hosts for interisland data for-
warding. Leaders can then focus on island main-
tenance.

Universal multicast is  an extension of
HMTP [7]. HMTP allows only one designated
member in an island, but universal multicast
allows multiple designated members in an
island. So in HMTP, a designated member of

an island is actually the island leader. But for
an island in universal multicast, one of its des-
ignated members serves as the island ingress,
and others serve as the island egresses.  In
detail ,  in universal multicast a designated
member multicasts its HeartBeat messages
with a certain time-to-live (TTL) value. These
messages reach island members within a cer-
tain range of the designated member. Island
members that do not receive HeartBeat mes-
sages then assume that their designated mem-
ber has left  and automatically elect a new
designated member. In this way an island may
have multiple designated members. After that,
designated members within the same island
elect a so-called head designated member.
Based on the two-level hierarchy of designated
members, an overlay tree can be formed on top
of all designated members without routing
loops and packet duplication in any island. In
summary, in universal multicast each island has
one ingress (i.e., the head designated member)
and multiple egresses (i.e.,  the designated
members other than the head). Furthermore,
the head designated member also serves as the
island leader for island management.

In universal multicast designated members
are elected according to their locations in the
island. It works as if dividing a large island into
multiple small islands and electing a designated
member in each of the small islands. Clearly,
the selection of designated members within an
island does not consider neighboring islands.
Hence, two close islands may be connected by a
pair of faraway designated members. To
improve delivery efficiency, Cheuk et al. pro-
pose a set of mechanisms for bridge node selec-
tion (note that a pair of bridge nodes consists
of one ingress and one egress) [8]. Leaders of
islands first form an overlay tree using some
overlay multicast protocol. If two leaders are
directly connected in the overlay tree, their
islands are called a pair of neighboring islands.
Given a pair of neighboring islands, their lead-
ers select a pair of bridge nodes to connect the
islands. The first class of mechanisms is called
individual bridge node selection, where a bridge
node is selected independent of the other
bridge node in its neighboring island. For exam-
ple, a leader can select from its island members
the one closest to the leader of the neighboring
island as the bridge node. Another class of
mechanisms is called pair-wise bridge node selec-

�� Figure 3. Examples of island multicast: a) interisland forwarding paths are set up between leaders; b) interisland forwarding paths are set
up between pairs of egress and ingress hosts; c) interisland forwarding paths are identified based on an overlay with no need for leaders.
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tion, where two neighboring islands coopera-
tively select a pair of bridge  nodes. For exam-
ple, given a pair of neighboring islands, all
members of one island can ping all members of
the other island. Among all the pairs, the pair
with the smallest distance is selected as the
bridge node pair. As all-pair pings are costly
and not scalable, Yiu et al. propose to randomly
ping some host pairs that interconnect two
neighboring islands [9].

In Cheuk’s and Yiu’s approaches selection of
bridge nodes depends on the locations of an
island and its neighboring islands. By selecting
close bridge node pairs, interisland delay can be
reduced. As shown in [8, 9], proper selection of
bridge nodes can significantly reduce end-to-end
delay. As a comparison, in universal multicast
the number of egresses in an island is deter-
mined by the island size, and two islands may be
connected by a pair of faraway hosts. Universal
multicast is hence less efficient.

Compared to leader-based data forwarding,
this approach can reduce leader workload and
often achieve higher delivery efficiency. On the
other side of the coin, selection and mainte-
nance of ingress/egress hosts cost additional
overhead. In a dynamic system with frequent
ingress/egress leaving, the maintenance overhead
could be significantly high.

NO LEADERS
To reduce control overhead and simplify proto-
col implementation, some protocols do not des-
ignate leaders for islands. For example, Cheng et
al. propose a centralized island multicast proto-
col [10]. In this approach a central server builds
an overlay tree spanning all hosts. Interisland
paths are then identified based on the overlay
and island information. Please refer to the previ-
ous section and Fig. 3c for details of this proto-
col. As the protocol does not select leaders or
bridge nodes, it is simple and highly deployable.
To remove the central server from the system
and improve system scalability, scalable island
multicast (SIM) adopts a distributed tree con-
struction method [11]. SIM first builds an over-
lay tree spanning all hosts. Hosts then detect a
multicast island and join it. Hosts within the
same island elect one ingress, which receives
data from outside the island and IP multicasts

them within the island. All other island members
receive data from their ingress via IP multicast.
In SIM egresses can be determined based on the
tree and island information without further elec-
tion. Its control overhead is kept low. Further-
more, it is fully distributed and scalable.

Despite their simplicity, these approaches
have some limitations. When hosts form an over-
lay, they do not take island information into con-
sideration. Therefore, the resultant interisland
connections may not achieve high delivery effi-
ciency. These approaches also lack mechanisms
for flexible adjustment of interisland connec-
tions.

COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION
We compare the above island multicast proto-
cols in Table 2. Approaches relying on leaders
for data forwarding do not select ingresses or
egresses. They have relatively low overhead, and
can make use of existing overlay multicast proto-
cols. However, this simple extension of overlay
multicast puts heavy control overhead on lead-
ers. Furthermore, in some cases it is not efficient
to represent an island by a single leader, where
the overall delivery efficiency may not be high.

Approaches using ingresses/egresses for data
forwarding address the above two limitations.
They put the data receiving and forwarding
responsibility on ingresses and egresses. Leaders
can then focus on island management. Careful
selection of ingresses and egresses also improves
delivery efficiency. On the other hand, selection
and maintenance of ingresses/egresses lead to a
complicated control mechanism and high over-
head.

Different from the above leader-based
approaches, approaches with no leaders do not
select leaders for island connection. They require
all hosts to join a single overlay. Based on the
overlay and island information, a host can detect
whether it is itself an ingress or egress. Some
approaches like [11] need to elect ingresses.
These approaches are simple to deploy and have
low control overhead. On the other hand, as
interisland connections are automatically deter-
mined, the delivery efficiency may be low if bad
connections are used. They are hence not as
flexible and adaptive as the approaches with
ingress/egress.

�� Table 2. Comparison of island multicast protocols.

Classification Connecting islands Advantages Limitations Example
protocols

Leader-
based

Data
forwarding
by leaders

Each island elects a unique leader.
Leaders set up interisland delivery
paths between themselves.

Simple and low control
overhead. May use existing
overlay multicast protocols.

High nodal stress
and heavy work-
load for leaders.

[3–6]

Data 
forwarding
by ingresses/
egresses

Each island elects a leader. Leaders
select ingress and egress hosts to set
up interisland delivery paths.

Reduced workload at leaders.
High delivery efficiency,
especially for large islands.

High overhead for
ingress/egress
selection and
maintenance.

[7–9]

No leaders

All hosts join an overlay tree. Hosts
also detect and join islands. Interisland
delivery paths are determined based on
the tree and island information.

No need for leaders. Easy to
implement and low control
overhead.

Less control of
interisland paths. [10, 11]
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ADVANCED RESEARCH ISSUES

In this section we discuss practical issues when
applying island multicast to real network appli-
cations.

LOSS RECOVERY
In island multicast a host may suffer packet loss
due to path congestion or failure. In some ser-
vices data packets received after a certain dead-
line are also regarded as lost. Therefore, timely
loss recovery is important. Generally, there are
two classes of recovery mechanisms for overlay
multicast: proactive or reactive [1]. In a proac-
tive approach a host sends redundant recovery
packets besides data packets. If there is loss of
data packets at the receiver end, the receiver can
use redundant packets to reconstruct the original
data. This class of approaches can be directly
extended to island multicast.

Reactive recovery retransmits lost packets
when loss occurs. Lateral error recovery (LER)
is one example [12]. LER randomly divides
hosts into multiple planes and independently
builds an overlay tree in each plane. A host
needs to identify some hosts from other planes
as its recovery neighbors. Whenever a loss
occurs, the host performs retransmission from
its recovery neighbors. A variation of LER for
recovery at ingress hosts in island multicast has
been studied in [9]. It works best when jointly
used with intra-island recovery like Scalable
Reliable Multicast [13].

A more general LER-based recovery scheme
for island multicast has been studied in SIM,
which does not need additional intra-island
recovery [11]. In LER trees in different planes
are kept at similar sizes in order to balance
recovery loads. But the balancing of multiple
trees in a dynamic system requires high control
overhead. SIM hence uses only one plane and
builds a single delivery tree. The recovery neigh-
bor of a host should satisfy the following require-
ments:
• Not reside in the host’s subtree
• Not be the host’s ancestor
• Not reside in the same island as the host

Here the third requirement is used because
loss correlation between members of the same
island is high. SIM’s recovery scheme does not
need to balance multiple trees, thereby introduc-
ing lower control overhead. However, it is not as
efficient as LER. In LER a host and its recovery
neighbor have disjoint overlay paths from the
source, leading to low loss correlation between
them. But SIM’s recovery scheme cannot guar-
antee disjoint overlay paths from the source
between a host and its recovery neighbor.

FORMING A MESH NETWORK FOR HIGH-
BANDWIDTH DELIVERY

A popular application of island multicast is mul-
timedia streaming. However, it has been shown
that tree-based overlay does not perform well
for streaming applications [14]. A tree is fragile
and prone to severe service disruption, and an
interior tree node might not have enough band-
width for streaming to its children.

To address these issues, mesh-based multiple
path delivery has been proposed [14]. In this

approach hosts form a mesh network. Each host
has multiple neighbors in the mesh, and periodi-
cally exchanges data with its neighbors. Thus,
each host has multiple incoming paths. Even if a
few neighbors or paths fail, the host can still
receive data from other neighbors.

To integrate IP multicast into a mesh net-
work, there are some additional issues to
address. Within an island, if IP multicast paths
cannot provide enough residual bandwidth, we
need to set up other incoming paths for island
members. However, this is not as simple as in a
pure overlay network. For example, it is not
clear whether two hosts in the same island
should be neighbors in the mesh. On one hand,
members within the same island often have high-
bandwidth connections between each other. On
the other hand, as mentioned, island members
are often highly loss correlated. Therefore, it is a
goal of future research to reduce loss correlation
between island members and achieve efficient
intra-island data exchange. Furthermore, a mesh
network itself has high control overhead for
mesh construction and maintenance. When using
IP multicast, additional control mechanisms for
island maintenance or leader election are intro-
duced. We need to simplify system design and
reduce control overhead.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
IP multicast and overlay multicast have their
own advantages and limitations. A promising
approach is to combine them together: so-called
island multicast. In this article we study the gen-
eral architecture and functional modules of
island multicast. According to the method of
connecting islands, we divide the existing solu-
tions into three classes. We investigate represen-
tative examples in each category and qualitatively
compare them. We finally outline some open
issues for future research.
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